PriA participates in nascent DNA synthesis in Escherichia coli.
The question of whether discontinuous DNA replication operates only for the lagging strand or for both strands in E. coli remains unresolved. In this study, the participation of priA, B, C and rep genes in discontinuous DNA replication was examined by analyzing the size distribution of nascent DNA synthesized in wild-type, lig-7 and polA4113 genetic backgrounds. Inactivation of priA, but not priB, priC or rep, resulted in a significant increase of high molecular weight (HMW) DNA in the short pulse-labeled DNA in the wild-type lig(+) polA(+) strains. Inactivation of priA also produced a significant increase of HMW DNA in the nascent DNA synthesized in lig-7 and polA4113 strains. These results indicate that PriA is involved in the discontinuous synthesis of nascent DNA.